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Creative Cities are not just good places to live, work and build
a career. They are successful cities that attract talented people,
who attract investment and create jobs.
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CreaCities: Your Guide
to Belonging
Over 29 million people work in creative industries
around the world, shaping the global creative revolution that is forging new rules and systems drawing the
current economic map!
But where are they located? How have they managed
to build their creative networks? They have been able
to turn their cities into global references by making
them creative cities. How have they done it? Would you
like to explore these cities and become a part of the
creative community?
We have developed the CreaCities program, a new
initiative which is meant to strengthen your creative
business by unlocking your potential and giving you
access to international counterparts. Get inspired and
exchange knowledge and experiences in this space for
tomorrow’s creative leaders.

Join the CreaCities program!
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Discover CreaCities
CreaCities is an international professional accelerator
program aimed at individuals who want to expand their
professional skills and networks.
It provides an opportunity to explore, connect and interact with the creative ecosystem of the world’s most
dynamic and creative cities. Delving into key creative
sectors and industries such as design, art, sports, gastronomy, tourism, and architecture, among others, you
will have the opportunity to meet face to face with industry leaders, attend workshops, talks and sessions,
and ask for their feedback through online sessions, all
while having the chance to explore their creative cities.

Connect with the next leaders
in the creative fields
and build your network.
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CreaCities Step by Step
CreaCities provides an opportunity to explore, connect and interact with
the top creative professionals through the following process:
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CreaCities Trips

CreaCities Online

CreaCities Capsules

Get inspired by international
creative minds and visit their
amazing creative cities!

Once you're back home you can
have individual online follow up and
support sessions by the program
directors and experts.

And there's still more: Designed on
demand, depending on your needs and
abilities. You can request a specific
knowledge path, service, consulting
session, production solving services,
site visits, etc.

Apply here and meet the
international creative community!

You're not alone anymore!

Whatever you might need!

Apply to CreaCities program here.
For more information write us at info@creativedialogue.net
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